
Developing Effective Leadership in 
Your System

• Harnessing the Power of Personal Growth and Change in 
your Franchisees 

• Working toward Collaboration: “Together we are Stronger”



Harnessing the Power of Personal Growth & 
Change in your Franchisees

The most powerful transformation of leadership occurs when you invest in someone….case 
in point:

IHG/GE Leadership Institute
– brought together the board and rising leadership of the franchise association
– location was Jack Welch’s “hallowed ground”, GE’s learning center in Crotonville
– leadership styles were explored
– 360’s were conducted for each delegate
– team exercises and case studies challenged the group dynamics
– social time wove the group tighter
– the time was captured in the words of a franchisee-“I have had other franchisors 

take me to play golf, take me to sporting events, give me material gifts…but never 
given me the most precious gift of investing in me and my relationships with my 
employees and my family”



Results:

– Five fold increase in the number of applicants wanting to attend
– 80% of the attendees have imported elements of the program into their 

business
– Half of the board have now hired personal coaches
– Issues between the franchisee and franchisor are discussed and resolved 

in more constructive dialogue
– Franchisee leadership better understands the elements of change inside 

the franchisor

The take away to always remember… They is We… so, empathy, listening, 
generosity, living in gratitude – all lead to a personal growth agenda.  
Investment in your franchisee’s personal growth can be one of the most 
powerful programs you might do.



Working toward Collaboration: 
“Together we are Stronger”

Building on the power of personal growth and remembering that They 
is We, you can strengthen relationships and outcomes by adopting an 
inclusive style to achieve results together

To be successful, you must build a common platform from which 
collectively you will work.  This in management speak is a strategy or 
a plan.  You do this work together.  It might look like this:



Brand performance
Maximize your brand (portfolio) by…

– building customer preference through insight and innovation.
– delivering a more consistent customer brand experience.

Excellent returns
Generate higher franchisee returns by…

– strengthening unit level revenue and customer system delivery
– driving unit level efficiency and operating processes

Market scale and knowledge
Accelerate profitable growth from our largest scale markets by…

– capturing greater share of supply market.
– building distribution along traffic flows.

Aligned organization
Create a more efficient organization by…

– strengthening our capability.
– working better together.



Case in point….hotels and hotel systems vs. Hotels.com.   Coming 
out of 9/11, third party intermediaries (Expedia, Hotels.com) were 
threatening commodization and impacting hotel level profit.  

We wanted to sell our rooms on the internet with as many people 
as possible.  On terms that protect our brands, our customers and 
our business.

Executing on the outline above and employing our learning's from 
our work together on leadership and personal growth, we found a 
system solution, rather than to succumb to be divided and 
conquered. 



We made unity mean something. We used the negotiating power in this room of 
3,500 hotels to get more than 80 distributors signed up on terms acceptable to 
us.  We used scale and market knowledge to leverage our position.  We also 
employed shared values amongst our stakeholders to drive to a positive 
outcome.

It was important to create interactions where people from different backgrounds 
are very comfortable expressing their viewpoints.  Being able to demonstrate 
that the issues and the people have been heard and understood is critical.  

Give each other clear accountabilities including ownership, actions, goals to be 
achieved and timelines.  Be sure to communicate highlights, celebrate and 
reward success such as significant achievements of work accomplished 
together.

The net result is you will create a lasting environment where everyone stretches 
beyond what they could achieve. Together we are stronger.  We have it here at 
the IFA when franchisees and franchisors came together 10+ years ago.
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